
TWENTY ONE  
The vibrating diamond

Twenty One offers the ultimate female pleasure. With the perfect size 
and shape, it is designed to provide precise stimulation, through its 
7 patterns and 3 vibration intensities. Its strong and powerful motor 
asures you a precise stimulation both on the tip and larger base. It is 
fully waterproof allowing you to enjoy it underwater in your tub, shower 
or other aquatic adventures.

Bijoux Indiscrets presents it to you in a sophisticated jewel box and 
gives you 1 year warranty.

Twenty one unveils a new dimension where pleasure is the real luxury.

3 speeds

7 vibration patterns

EAN: 843700800324 5

PRODUCT CODE: 0169

Available in shinny gold plated.

TECHNICAL DATA

CE/FDA approved materials: Phatlate-free ABS plastic

Finish: Gold plated (glossy) RoHS certificated

Size: 4,6x6,5 cm • 1,81x2,55 inch. With box: 100x100x80 mm  
•  3,93x3,93x3,14inch.

Weight: 82 gr /2,90 oz. With box: 195 gr/ 6,88 oz.

Battery: Li-ion 

Charging: 3,7 vdc 200mA

Charging time: 2—3 hours

Usage time: up to 1 hour

Stand-by: 60 days

Max noise level: <50db

PRODUCT IMAGES AVAILABLE

POS MATERIALS AVAILABLE

 WHAT HOW

The debut of Bijoux 
Indiscrets in the  
pleasure toy market.

The prestige and know how of an 
international brand now applied in 
a pleasure toy which matches the 
brand’s philosophy: sophisticated, 
playful and affordable.

Fully rechargeable and 
easy to use.

External massager with one-button-
controls-it-all, press to play, increase 
speed and change vibration pattern.  
Keep pressed to turn it off.
Easy to use, hard to resist its 
sophistication.  
100% rechargeable.  
Enjoy it for up to 1h.

Bijoux Indiscrets cares 
about you and your  
safety.

FDA and CE approved materials.
RoHS certificated.
1 year warranty.

Fully waterproof. Enjoy it underwater in your bathtub 
or shower. 

Keep it clean. Easy. Wash it it cold water and 
neutral soap. 

Compatible with Twenty  
one silicone gel.

Use it with your favorite water or 
silicone base lube. Perfect match 
with the Twenty One silicone gel for 
endless pleasure.

Charge it anywhere. It is so descreet that you can plug its 
USB charger to your laptop, TV or 
with your USB/electric adapter from 
your iphone.

How to live the most 
exciting moments with 
your Twenty One.

See Quick Guide for some helpful 
tips. 

Contents: Twenty One vibrating diamond, satin pouch for storage, user manual, 
quick start guide, USB charger.

Packing box size: 100x100x80 mm / 3,93x3,93x3,14 inch
Nº of products in shipping box: 6
Total units per final shipping box: 24 (6 per case)

Twenty One display
210x180x300 mm

8,26x7,08x11,81 inch


